
 

 

 

 

Ski Club – Year 3 4 5 6 (4.30pm-7.00pm)  

A great opportunity to learn and develop Skiing in one of the best indoor facilities 
in the country! Ski Club offers pupils the opportunity to learn a new skill or to just 
perfect their technique. All abilities are welcome to take part from competitive ski 
racers to total novices! Just watch out for Mr Harris and Mr Kearns speeding down 
the slopes! #outofcontrol  

Adventure Service Challenge – Year 3 4 5 6  

ASC is a fantastic initiative aimed at introducing pupils to the basics required to 
prepare them for the structure and aims of the Duke of Edinburgh Award scheme. 
ASC has three main elements of activity that will be delivered throughout the course. 
Adventure – this includes discovery, exploration, leisure pursuits, attitudes to and 
skills for life; Service – including concerns for others and opportunities for helping 
those in need; Challenge – a comprehensive and complete training programme. A 
popular activity in the past and one certainly not to be missed!!  

Cross Country Club Year 5 6 8 (1st Half of Term) (4.30pm-5.30pm)  

Fancy yourself as a future Mo Farah? Cross Country Club will give you an insight into 
the type of training needed to reach the very top! Pupils will be taught the ins and 
outs to be successful within the sport from pacing to stride length by our very own 
running guru, Mr Kearns. The activity will include competitive individual and team 
challenges and games, a great way to spend an afternoon on a warm Autumn 
afternoon!  

Grade 1 Ballet – Year 3 4  

Ballet is fun and enjoyable activity for both boys and girls. Throughout the term 
pupils will learn technical, musical and performance skills in ballet and related 
dance disciplines. These classes encourage pupils to enjoy ballet as a form of 
physical exercise, whilst also teaching timing, rhythm and musicality skills.  

Golf – Year 3 4 and Year 5 6 (4.30pm-6.00pm)  

One of the most popular activities in recent years, Golf can be expected to fill up 
quickly! The pupils will take part in professional coaching at Wexham Park Golf Club, 
covering all facets of the game from grip, stance and swing to the short and long 
game. The sessions will be based on the driving range, putting green and practice 
bunkers and if they are lucky a hole or two towards the end of the term!  

 



 

 

 

 

Chess Club – Year 3 4 5 6 8   

Chess, The Game of Kings, is the game that can offer many advantages over and 
above simply learning the moves. Chess is well known to enhance academic results, 
strategic thinking, problem solving, healthy competition and self-esteem. Sessions 
will include learning the basics of the game, to covering more in depth strategies 
and tactics. Pupils will also have the opportunity to represent the school in various 
tournaments if selected.  

Make and Do – Year 3 4 5 6  

Make and Do is a fantastic activity giving pupils the opportunity to tap into their 
creative sides. The sessions will involve arts and crafts, model building, origami and 
much much more. A very popular choice in the past, it is great to see make and do 
back for the Autumn term!  

Cookery Year 3 4 and Year 5 6  

Pupils are the given the chance to prepare, bake and cook different recipes on a 
weekly basis where they will also be taught basic culinary skills and techniques. Most 
importantly all food is ready to be enjoyed at home, a real treat for Mums and Dads! 
You never know the next Jamie Oliver or Nigella Lawson could be waiting to be 
discovered at Gayhurst!  

Scalextrics - Year 5 6  

One of the most famous toys created in the 1950s, Scalextrics has been a popular 
activity since its introduction at the beginning of the Spring term. Pupils can look 
forward to taking part in knockout tournaments, team based challenges and track 
design. On your marks, set, GO!  

Basketball – Year 3 4 and Year 5 6  

Want to shoot like Steph Curry? Basketball is fast growing in popularity. It promotes 
not only physical fitness but develops a range of skills. These sessions are aimed at 
developing basketball skills through practice and modified games that are fun and 
will give your pupil a workout. Basketball is also good ‘Off season’ sport for football.   

Creative Writing Club – Year 3 4 5 6  

Spend a lunchtime each week exploring vocabulary, similies, metaphors and genres. 
Creative writing club is not an English lesson, it’s an opportunity to develop your 
imagination and skills with fun tasks and opportunities. Perhaps the next JK Rowling 
or David Walliams is out there waiting to be discovered?!  



 

 

 

 

Early Bird Circuits – Year 3 – 6 (7.30am-8.15am)  

What a better way to start the day than with a fun filled, action pack morning 
workout! Pupils will take part in activities, exercises and games all aimed at 
improving their coordination, balance, strength and fitness levels. They may even 
get to test themselves against some of the staff!  

Lego Club - Year 3 4  

Using one of the oldest and most popular toys ever made, Lego Club will enable 
pupils to explore their creative side. Pupils will be able to use their imagination to 
complete timed challenges, working individually or in groups to create various Lego 
creations. Pupils can also expect to also have the opportunity to build Lego sets from 
the current market and also those dating back 25 years. A fantastically popular 
activity in the spring term, places are going to be snapped up quickly!  

Film Review Club – Year 3 4 5  

Pupils will have the opportunity to watch short films such as the Pixar series. They 
will be able to discuss characters, themes and plots in order to write a review of the 
film. The reviews will be judged and winning write ups will be published in the school 
newsletter.  

Construction Club - Year 5 6  

New to the activities list last term, construction club is sure to be a popular choice 
with our future architects! Pupils will undertake weekly challenges and themes, 
testing their design and building skills, using a variety of building materials from 
Lego, Kapla and Meccano to Origami and K-Nex.  

Tennis Squad – Year 3 4 5 6 (7.30am-8.15am)  

Pupils can look forward to covering all facets of the game from techniques to more 
strategic gameplay. Sessions will include game based challenges and activities aimed 
at enhancing skill and fitness levels, with a view to building a competitive squad 
prior to the Summer term where fixtures will be introduced.   

Kahoot Club – Year 4 5  

Whether you like cars, cartoons, food or the latest gadgets, science or Disney, 
Kahoot Club could be for you! Come and test your knowledge in the weekly Kahoot 
quiz with your friends. Each member of the club will suggest topics of their choice 
and these will be chosen at random throughout the term. You can expect weekly  



 

 

 

 

prizes and the team with the highest total points over the course of the term will be 
crowned Kahoot Champions!!  

Gymnastics – Year 3 4 5 6  

Gymnastics builds strength and improves motor skills, flexibility and co-ordination 
as well as providing a platform for many future sporting activities. The activities are 
taught by fully qualified gymnastics coaches with a wealth of experience as 
competitors and as coaches. Pupils can look forward to floor and apparatus work as 
well as gymnastics based games. A thoroughly enjoyable activity and you never 
know, the next Max Whitlock or Claudia Fragapane could be discovered at Gayhurst!   

Squash – Year 5 6 (4.30pm-5.45pm)  

Fast paced, action packed and tactical, it has been fantastic to see squash back up 
and running at Gayhurst. This highly competitive and popular sport offers pupils the 
chance to experience a different type of racket sport. Coached by Jon Luddy, a 
former European squash champion, pupils will be introduced to the basics of the 
sport through games based drills and competitive matches. There may also be 
opportunities for pupils to represent the school in competitive fixtures.  

Photography Club – Year 4 5 6  

Learn how to capture the beautiful world around you! Photography club will offer 
pupils the chance to learn how to take a professional photo using the fantastic 
buildings and nature sites available on the doorstep of Gayhurst. Pupils will be taught 
the ins and outs of photography covering topics such as light exposure, focus and 
shutter speed. Please be aware that pupils will require a digital camera for this 
activity.  

Judo – Year 3 4 5 6  

One of the most well-known martial arts dating back to 1882, Judo, meaning “Gentle 
Way”, is a firm favourite at Gayhurst. Taught by Sensei Jones, a former Great Britain 
Judoka with worldwide experience, pupils enjoy energetic, fun-filled sessions, 
whilst learning the language, techniques and skills needed to compete in the sport.  

Drama – Year 3 4 and Year 5 6 8  

A fast-moving, fun class that mixes physical games and dances with songs and poems 
and an inspiring improvised adventure story which children create together with the 
club leader. The children become so involved in the story that they forget their 
inhibitions, speak out more on their own and become more focused.  



 

 

 

 

Badminton – Year 5 6  

An opportunity to play an exciting, fast paced game which tests speed, agility, 
reactions and coordination. The sessions will cover basic technique, match play, 
rules and etiquette, tactical play in doubles and singles and scoring.  

Puzzle Club – Year 4 5  

Come along and try your hand at competitive scrabble in this team tournament! One 
team will develop and fine tune their word power to become Scrabble Champions 
each half term. There will also be the opportunity to try out other thinking games 
and problem solving activities during some sessions. It’s time to train your brain!  

Doodle Club – Year 3 4  

Doodle club is a fun filled lunchtime activity where pupils can look forward to 
develop their colouring skills, including keeping within the lines, texture and 
shading. They shall be exploring different drawing techniques such as figure and 
facial expressions, block writing and animals. All doodles will be featured in a scrap-
book which can be kept and taken home at the end of the term.  

Street Dance – Year 3 4 5 6   

Street Dance offers pupils a great opportunity to express themselves to Urban based 
music. They can look forward to learning different routines and types of dancing 
both individually and in groups. An energetic and enjoyable activity for all, from the 
experienced body popper to the novice hip hopper!  

Advanced Art ‘Clay Studio’ – Year 3 4 5 6 (1st Half of Term)  

Taking inspiration from Autumn’s fallen fruits and leaves, the pupils will forage for 
natural objects to use in their artwork. In this, Andy Goldsworthy style activity, the 
natural objects will be used directly to create impressions in the clay. A fantastic 
way to view the beautiful nature around us.  

Advanced Art ‘Experimental Drawing Workshop’ – Year 3 4 5 6 (2nd Half of Term)  

Do you want to draw like Picasso or Van Gogh? In these sessions children will take a 
dot for a walk, wiggle, run, sprint and even splash! With a focus on developing more 
confidence in drawing, the children will be throwing away their pencils in return for 
charcoal, ink and biros. They will draw big, small, wide and narrow and they will 
have a lot of fun doing it!  

  



 

 

 

 

STEM Club – Year 3 4 5 6   

STEM Clubs will be a highly enjoyable way to engage pupils with Science Technology 
Engineering and Maths subjects. They will be fun and fulfilling for pupils and have 
positive impacts within their academic subjects in school. STEM Club will be able to 
provide pupils with an opportunity to gain practical, teamwork and leadership skills 
and increase confidence in the STEM subjects, engaging them with further study of 
STEM subjects.  

Around the World – Year 3 4  

Ever wanted to learn more about the many cultures living in the UK? Around the 
World is a fantastic opportunity for pupils to study all about the different faiths, 
beliefs, languages, foods, fashion and festivals of the cultures that make the UK so 
great!   

School of Rap – Year 5 6  

Described by some as “poetry to a beat”, School of Rap offers pupils the opportunity 
to learn the basics of one of the most popular, influential and challenging genres 
music has to offer! Pupils will learn how to create, structure and deliver their very 
own lyrics with the guidance of our very own Mr Soto, an iconic figure on the Cuban 
Rap scene during the late 90’s and early 2000’s! Let the lyrics flow…  

Hockey Club – Year 5 6 (1st Half of Term)  

Could you be the next GB Hockey player? Hockey club will enable pupils to build 
upon the skills and techniques learnt during PE and Games lessons. The pupils can 
look forward to small sided games covering the strategies and tactics involved in one 
of the UK’s most increasingly popular sports!  

Volleyball Club – Year 5 6 (2nd Half of Term)  

A highly technical and strategic sport, the pupils can look forward to learning the 
individual techniques and team based tactics involved in one of the most popular 
sports in South America and Europe. Learn how to set, spike and dig just like the pro 
athletes!  

 


